
Unity Board Meeting 5/16/22 at 5pm

Present: Leslie, John, Beverly, Anne, Andrea, Llea
M.Finn not present, ill, joined meeting via phone; Rev Jill not present, with her brother out of town surgery
Check in began shortly after 5pm, and a Quorum was present. Check in revealed that almost everyone present had
a snake encounter to share!

Approval of Minutes of March meeting was not noted, may need to take care of this detail at June meeting.

Financial Review, John: This past April is an example of a ‘worst case’ month of expenses with 2 payrolls and a
CFO disbursement, all anticipated - but creates a “perfect storm” of coincidental ‘extra’ expenses all in one month
which distorts the bottom line on P&L. The $10,000 donation from former member’s estate was deposited 1st week
of May so now cash flow is good.  35 people last Sunday = smaller collection, and COVID is still a factor.  Llea
commented that other churches are experiencing same results, reduced attendance & collections.

Tithe for the month per John is $1034.  Llea told of a church member who had requested emergency financial
assistance due to being evicted, son has addiction issues. $300 is in the ‘community assistance fund’ and could be
used for that plus some tithe money.  Member did not state amount needed, just said it was a true crises.  Anne
suggested to use $300 in the ‘community assistance fund’ plus $700 tithe money, $1000 total and use the balance
of the tithe money for the ‘as usual’ recipients.  Anne moved to approve and Andrea 2nd’d, all agreed this was an
appropriate use of funds, and also that the assistance fund should be replenished.

Finn reported an Instagram situation he is working on: he decided to shoot pic’s of his family for the “commercial”
to avoid having to get permissions to use other photo’s etc.  Anne asked if Finn was considering other folk’s input
and provide some framework for contributions. There are 140-15- followers now, Finn also wants to make it more
interactive. Beverly commended his efforts.

Llea reported on Jill’s behalf: Jeff is heading for eye surgery so trying to get repair supplies ordered and other
matters taken care of before he is “off” recuperating.  New front door with keypad is ordered, and a glass door, Jeff
will install both. Sheetrock cracks repaired, did some painting, fixed some leak stains, etc - took care of a lot of
deferred maintenance. All was funded with earmarked funds. Llea also determined that the generator ordered in
December is no longer an available item so Home Depot refunded the money and she will look for a similar one
elsewhere. Also, all HVAC systems have been inspected and determined to be in good shape.

Sue’s first newsletter was published, Llea suggested all give Sue some positive feedback; and Aida’s report was also
positive. Llea handed out a “Staff Report - Volunteer Coordinator” from Aida.  Kit’s health concerns were briefly
discussed, one blessing out of that is that Kit & Jill are now communicating better; and Cynthia has assisted Kit by
extending health insurance coverage for 3 years.  Llea also expressed her gratitude for Allison & Aida and all they
are doing, and doing a good job.  Allison is working on having stored frozen homemade meals for whomever has
illness or needs assistance, she is doing a great job for the Care Team without compensation, 100% volunteer.  Sue,
Aida & Allison are all on 3 month contracts, musicians also, and all seems to be working very well plus all are
communicating very well with each other. Llea will review again on July 1st.

Rev Jill will be speaking Sunday May 22, and Maggie Alderman (?) the week after that; Jill will read Finn’s
children’s book on Father’s day, and Finn will be the speaker the following Sunday.

There was some brief discussion of upcoming “Burgers & Boogie” event on 6/25, Scott Price will supplement with
veggie burgers.

Bev discussed changing the order of meetings to have Pray In 1st, then Check In. If visitors are present, that seems



more appropriate. Also, with unfinished business she encouraged the Board to keep moving forward instead of re-
hashing the same topics in every meeting, citing the pool closure as an example; i.e., instead of discussing the
problem focus on coming up with solutions.

Llea said Jill still has some concerns over re-starting Pot Luck in light of ongoing COVID problems, and that we
need a process to determine how to handle the problem when/if it comes up. Suggested that we set levels and assign
protocols for each “level” suggested. Again, avoid rehashing endlessly.

John mentioned that Jill’s contract was still not finished, needs a Job Description. Current contract ended April 1st.
Anne suggested let her do a 1st draft and let Jill revise, all agreed.
[I wrote in margin “extending contracts, other” <assume this is future/unfinished business?  Please let me know!
L.]


